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Some heating systems blend into their surroundings.
Others improve them.

Calimax Solida Pellet Stove
Good looks and efficiency.
Solida impresses with its forward-looking design and advanced
technology – representing the perfect fusion of form and function.
Up-to-date design features provide an attractive look, with
innovative Calimax technology to fulfil all desires for comfort
and well-being. This system is designed to appeal both to the
senses and the need for warmth.
The Solida pellet stove from Calimax.

More advantages: Sandor pellet stoves
• The uniqueness of a real, living fire
• Integrated room-temperature control
• With optional ceramic casing
• Automatic start/stop function
• Easy operation
• Child-safe door catch
• Large glass panel

Automatic pellet-stove control system.

Modern: Design
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The natural solution: pellets
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The warmth from Calimax pellet

The temperature is pre-program-

View of combustion area.

med. A sensor keeps the pellet

Longlive: ignition
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The high quality, fast ceramic

The Solida pellet stove offers many
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ignition system ensures a long
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functioning for the automatic
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form small cylindrical pellets. These

The type: Roomheating

wooden pellets contain no conta-

The process: air
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(100% warm air / radiant heat)

Pellets burn in a CO2-neutral way,
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High degree of efficiency:
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Solida – elegance with comfort.
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